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Abstract 

The immense applications of fixed point results encourages the researchers for a 

collaborative study to various areas of mathematics and other disciplines of science where ever 

its applications works. Interval analysis and fixed point theory are now connecting for obtaining 

results which are mostly useful in studies including signal processing and space research. The 

interval valued notion of generalized metric space is already defined. In this article we have 

portrayed the Perov’s fixed point results found in [8], [9] for the generalized interval metric 

space. We also redefined Czerwik generalized metric space with interval points with an 

illustration. 

1. Introduction 

Lack of accuracy in mathematical calculations is an important constraint 

in many areas of research. Interval arithmetic approach responds to these 

questions which appears in scientific computing problems and in the areas 

where ever the problems of accuracy and efficiency occured. So interval 

approach needs to develop one step forward under these circumstances. But 

all the studies are mainly focused on the background of real arithmetic only. 

Moore (1966) and Sunaga (1958) were marked as the pioneers in the 

development of interval arithmetic. The topic of interval metric was first 

introduced in 2010 and we can’t find much works in the ares of interval 

metric and fixed point theory. Here we are trying to find fixed point results 
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which are suited for metric spaces with interval points by satisfying all the 

required conditions of the results. 

In the first section you will get basic notes about generalized interval 

metric space and its properties which is required to follow this paper. The 

main results are included in section 3 and 4, there we established fixed point 

results and defined Czerwik generalized metric space in  mRI  space. Final 

section is nothing but the concluding remarks. 

2. Preliminary Notes 

Genaralized interval metric space: In [11], the interval distance 

 YXMei ,  for the intervals    yyYxxX ,,,   is defined as follows: 
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Let  mRI  be the set of all 1m  real interval matrices.  mRIYX ,  

such that  TmXXXX ,,, 21   and  TmYYYX ,,, 21   where each 

ii YX ,  are of the form  iii xxX ,  and  ., iii yyY   Then the interval 

distance of the m tuples X and Y, we can denote it by idd  can be explicate as: 

           mmeieieiiieiid YXMYXMYXMYXMYXd ,,,,,,,, 2211   

Now we can define genaralized interval metric of m tuples. 

Let ,IX  a non empty interval set. A function  mIIid RIXXd :  is 

called an interval metric of m tuples if the given properties are appeased: 

1.  XXdO id ,  where     0,0,,0,0 O  and    iiei XXM ,0,0   

for every i 

2.    XYdYXd idid ,,   

3.      YZdZXdYXd ididid ,,,   

4. If      ,,,, YYdYXdXXdO ididid   then YX   
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Interval Matrix convergence [7], [10]: An interval matrix 

  RIMA mm  is of the form 
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Then the multiplication of two interval matrices A and B is defined as: 

 

k

kjikij BAC  

and each element in this matrix ijC  is of the form  ijij cc ,  where 

     kjkjikikijij bbaacc ,,,   

such that 

 kjikkjikkjikkjikij babababac ,,,min  

and 

 kjikkjikkjikkjikij babababac ,,,max  

The convergence of an interval matrix can be defined as follows. A is 

convergent iff the sequence kA  converges to the zero matrix O. That is 

   
mjiaa

k
ij

k

k
ij

k
,,2,1,,0lim,0lim 


 

The if and only if condition for the convergence of an interval matrix is 

that the spectral radius   1 ijA  where ijA  is the absolute real matrix 

of A by taking absolute values of each elements  ijij aa ,  [5]. 

Completeness of Interval sequence: Here we are defining the ideas of 

convergence and completeness for the case of generalized interval metric 

space. As in the case of real sequences, convergence and completeness are 

defined in the same way for interval sequences. Studies related to the 
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interval convergence can be seen in [6]. All the definitions depicted in [6] for 

interval sequences is also applicable for generalized interval space. 

Let kX  be a sequence of intervals. We say that kX  is convergent if there 

exists an interval X  such that for every ,0  there exists a natural 

number   NN  such that   XXd kid ,  whenever .Nk   As in the 

case of real sequences, we write 

k
k

XX


  lim  or  XXk  

and refer to X  as the limit of kX  

A sequence  kX  in  idI dX ,  is said to be Cauchy if for every 0  there 

is a positive integer N such that for all positive integer ,, Nnm   the 

distance   ., nmid XXd  The generalized interval metric space  idI dX ,  is 

said to be complete if every Cauchy sequence of intervals  kX  in  IX  is 

convergent. 

Definition: The Czerwik vector valued metric on X is the mapping 

mRXXe :  such that 

1.   ;0, vue  if   0, vue  then vu   

2.    vuevue ,,   

3.       vwewueSvue ,,,   

where  ijsS   is a square matrix of order   such that 
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jis
sij
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3. Fixed Point Results in Generalized Interval Metric Space 

In this section we are going to establish the Perov’s extensions of Banach 

contraction principle to the generalized interval metric for finding fixed point 

solutions. The important thing here to keep in mind is that the considered 

points are not single values but intervals and the intervals are considered as 

the points of the metric space. 
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So here we are finding fixed intervals as solution. From now onwards we 

write the complete generalized metric space as ’cgms’ and complete 

generalized interval metric space as ’cgims’ in short. Here we are stating only 

the results and it is only an implementations of the theorem to the interval 

valued metric space. The proofs, if needed, nothing but the proofs of the base 

theorems. 

Theorem 1. As in [2], Let  eY ,  be a cgms and YYg :  be a mapping 

for which there exists a square matrix B of order m such that 

   yxeBgge yx ,,   forever Yyx ,  

And the convergence of the matrix B implies; 

1.      xgxYxgfixxgfix   :,  

2. The successive sequence  nx  such that  0xgx n
n   is convergent 

and attains the limit x  for all .0 Yx   

Theorem 2. Let  idI dX ,  be a cgims and III XXf :  be a mapping 

for which there exist an interval matrix   RIMA mmI  such that 

   YXdAYfXfd idIIIid ,,   for all Xyx ,  

If   1 IA  for the interval matrix IA  then; 

1.    Xffix I  where    XXfXXffix III  :  

2. The successive sequence of intervals  nX  such that  0XfX n
In   is 

convergent and attains the limit X  for all .0 IXX   

Theorem 3. As in [3], let  eY ,  be a cgms and YYg :  be a mapping 

for which there exists a matrix   RMB mm  such that 

   yxeBgge yx ,,   for all Yyx ,  

If B is a convergent matrix to zero, then; 

1.    xgfix  where    xgYxgfix x  :  
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2. The sequence of successive approximations nx  such that  0xgx n
n   

is convergent and admits the limit x  for all .0 IXx   

3.        NnxxeBIBxxe nm
n

n 
 ,,, 0
1

 

4. if YYh :  satisfies the situation      cxhxge ,  for all Yx   and 

some ,mRc   and when the sequence   ,,0 Nnxhy n
n   is considered, 

one has 

           NnxxeBIBcBIxye m
n

mn 
 ,,, 10
11

 

Now we are going to extend this result on a setting of generalized interval 

metric space. 

Theorem 4. Let  idI dX   be a cgims and III XXf :  be a mapping 

for which there exists an interval matrix   RIMA mmI  such that 

   YXdAYfXfd idIIIid ,,   for all IXYX ,  

If   1 IA  then; 

1.    Xffix I  where    XXfXXffix III  :  

2. The approximate sequence in succession nX  such that  0XfX n
In   is 

convergent and agrees the limit X  for all IXX 0  

3.        NnXXdAIAXXd nidIm
n
Inid 

 ,,, 0
1

 

4. If III XXg :  satisfies the situation      IIIid CXgXfd ,  for all 

IXX   and some ,mI IRC   and when the sequence   ,,0 NnXgY n
In   

is considered, one has 

           NnXXdAIACAIXYd idIm
n
IIImnid 

 ,,, 10
11

 

4. Czerwik Generalized Metric Space with Interval Points 

We starts this section by reaching out the definition of Czerwik gms [2] 

for the case of interval points. 
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Definition. A mapping  mIIid RIXXd ;  is called Czerwik vector 

valued metric on ,IX  when there exists an interval matrix   RIMS mmI ,  

and for each ,,, IXWVU   the succeeding conditions holds: 

1.  UUdO id ,  where     0,0,,0,0 O  and    iiei UUM ,0,0   

for every i 

2.    UVdVUd idid ,,   

3.       VWdWUdSVUd ididIid ,,,   

4. If      ,,,, VVdVUdUUdO ididid   then VU   

where  ijijI ssS ,  is an mm  interval matrix such that 
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jiss
ss ijij

,0,0

,,
,  

where 1s  

Then, a non empty set IX  equipped with Czerwik vector valued metric 

idd  with interval points is called Czerwik gms with interval points, denoted 

by  .,, IidI SdX  

Example. Let  .2RIX I   Then the mapping  2: RIXXd IIid   

defined by 

         22112211 ,,,,,,,, yyyyxxxxdYXd idid   
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for every IXYX ,  is a Czerwik generalized metric with interval points 

with interval matrix 
   

   








2,20,0

0,02,2
IS  

Illustration: Let     9,3,2,1X  and     .1,0,8,4Y  Then 
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Let     .5,4,3,1Z  Then 

 
 

 
 

 

 

















5,3

7,1
,,

5,0

2,0
, YZdZXd idid  

Then     
 

 








20,6

18,2
,, YZdZXdS ididI  and 

      YZdZXdSYXd ididIid ,,,   

5. Concluding Remarks 

In this article we established some Perov extensions of Banach fixed point 

theorem for the generalized interval metric space. Also we defined Czerwik 

generalized metric space in interval platform with an example. The 

applications of these results are entended to the areas wherever real 

mathematics is transformed into interval mathematics and for all disciplines 

mathematics where fixed point results works. 
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